Make & Use Group Exercise

Discuss the difference between making study materials and using them in preparing for an exam. Identify what study materials you routinely create, describe what you do with them in the practice of studying, and explain why. Consider the pros and cons of creating and using study materials you haven’t previously tried.

Preparation (Make)
- Develop study sheets
- Develop concept maps
- Make word cards
- Make formula cards
- Make timelines
- Create/complete study guides
- Outline
- Work problems
- Predict test questions
- Outline/write essay answers
- Prepare for group study
- Answer review questions

Review (Use)
- Recite study sheets out loud
- Replicate concept maps
- Recite word cards
- Practice writing formulas
- Recreate from memory
- Use blank copy as self-test
- Rewrite/talk thru connections
- Do “missed” problems from memory
- Recite answers out loud
- Write answers from memory
- Explain material to group
- Recite answers from memory